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Authoritarian regimes of North Africa and Middle East collapsed one by one in the 
“Arab Spring”, this event constitutes the background of the study. This thesis bases on the 
popular political transformation paradigm, inspects in history deeply, strives to describe 
the transformation’s basic outline and mechanism of Egyptian authoritarian regime, and 
finally explains the fundamental reasons of the breakdown of it.  
In the first part, this study introduces different paradigms of comparative politics,  
establishes a two-dimension frame which includes regime types and time, and then 
assumes that the transformation of Egyptian authoritarian regime is a relative certain 
process. Authoritarian regime experienced a smooth process from tradition to modern, 
which can be described as follow: Totalitarianism — Post Totalitarianism —
Authoritarianism—Democracy.  
The main body of the thesis bases on the analysis of four aspects of contents: 
ideology, leadership, mobilization and pluralism. Then the thesis deduces the reasons, 
strategies, essences, achievements and results of the political transformation which were 
launched by Nasser, Sadat and Mubarak. A conclusion is drawed that the political 
development of Egypt is not so perfect as the thesis assumes, and it is full of uncertainties. 
Authoritarian rulers’s ambivalent attitudes made the regime trap into ultimate dictatorship 
under the surface of democray. Pseudo democracy made the regime’s legitimacy decline 
constantly.  Political absolutism caused the deficiency of pluralism, widened the gap 
between rich and poor, further caused the vanishment of some universal political values 
such as freedom, equality, human rights and so on, finally led to revolution  
Thus, the present turbulent Egypt and other authoritarian regimes could learn lessons 
from the tragedy of Egyptian political transformation. Rulers have to launch reforms that 
combine from-top-to-bottom model and from-bottom-to-top model. In sum, whether the 
rulers or the ruled people, elites or masses, should reach basic consensuses about 
democracy, then design various political institutions elaborately in a negotiatory posture, 
thereby promote the political development and transformation. 
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范式。因此，当代政治转型研究大致有两条途径：一是肇始于 20 世纪 60 年代的对
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